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Chocolate Confectionery in Uzbekistan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Sales of chocolate confectionery continue to rise despite challenges
Rising population of children contributes to growth of chocolate with toys
Konti-Rus retains its lead, but loses ground

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Growth set to continue despite inflation as consumers enjoy confectionery
Preferences differ in urban and rural areas
Tablets likely to continue to gain popularity over countlines
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Volume growth of gum cannot be held back by rising prices
Wrigley maintains its dominance
New local brands gain share with halal offerings, and imports increase

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growth set to continue as consumers’ spending power rises
Demand for fresh breath will lead chewing gum to continue to prevail
More impulse purchases in modern retail channels
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Dynamic growth for sugar confectionery, which is unaffected by health concerns
Pastilles, gummies, jellies and chews maintains its dynamism
Boiled sweets attract price-sensitive consumers, with local producers dominant

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Pastilles, gummies, jellies and chews set to continue to drive growth
With investment, mints could see a stronger performance
Impulse purchases of lollipops in modern retail channels
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**Ice Cream in Uzbekistan**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Ice cream is a favourite consumer indulgence

Prices continue rising, which hampers growth for ice cream desserts

Imkon Plus leads ice cream, with its Tornado brand in the leading position

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Single-portion dairy ice cream will continue to prevail

Take-home ice cream is also finding fans

Local production will continue to be supported by favourable taxation
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**Savoury Snacks in Uzbekistan**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Consumer demand for savoury snacks moves to on-the-go consumption

Nuts, seeds and trail mixes are popular, and sales of packaged options increase

Potato chips leads in terms of sales, but some consumers turn to healthier options

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Savoury snacks likely to remain popular across the board

Potato chips has strong growth potential over the forecast period

Loss of brands from Ukraine and Russia
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Sweet Biscuits, Snack Bars and Fruit Snacks in Uzbekistan
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Demand continues to rise despite strong inflation-driven price rises
Local producers gain share due to lower prices
Wafers gains ground, but plain biscuits maintains its strong lead

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growth set to continue as consumers crave indulgent snacks at a reasonable price
Packaged fruit to see rising availability, and potential for snack bars in Tashkent
Further changes likely in the competitive landscape
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